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Overview

- Revising assessment process
- Adopting Canvas
- Utilizing Canvas in assessment process
  - Rubrics
  - Storage
  - Data
Revising Assessment: A Continuous Process

Design for Data

**ADAPT**
- Revise Outcomes
- Revise CLOs
- Create Program Maps
- Pilot Assessment

**ASSESS**
- Review Process
- Review Outcomes
- Involve Faculty
- Recruit Ancillary Depts.

**COLLEGE ASSESSMENT**
- HLC Accreditation
- Core Learning Outcomes
- Program Outcomes
- Course Objectives

**ENHANCE**
- Finalize Outcomes
- Finalize Program Maps
- Create Assessment Site
- Rollout Assessment

**EVOLVE**
- Reevaluate
- Use Data
- Educate
- Change

Located in St. Clairsville, Ohio, Belmont College has been assisting the residents of the Ohio Valley in achieving their educational and career goals for more than 50 years.
Adopting Canvas

- Instituted Fall 2019 for courses
- Began CLO assessment Fall 2021
- Reorganized and implemented Summer 2022
Utilizing Canvas in Assessment Process
Assessment Tool #1: Rubrics

• Rubrics uploaded into Canvas
  – Available to all classes
• Rubrics customizable to class
• Instructors build rubrics into assignments
• Video instructions sent to faculty
Add a Rubric to Canvas
• Create assessment term in Canvas
  – Create separate courses/sites in term
• Use as a data warehouse
• Use as an improvement tool
Assessment Tool #3: Data

• Create dashboards
  – Faculty access
  – Data available and usable

• CLO Assessment Dashboard
Conclusion/Takeaways

- Start small
- Work in parts
- Involve faculty
- Be adaptable
- Embrace trial and error
- Plan for contingencies
• Questions?

• Dr. Jesse Gipko
   jgipko@belmontcollege.edu

• Dr. Matt Williamson
  mwilliamson@belmontcollege.edu